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1. Treasures of the Aeldari cannot be used to give a harlequin character a relic if by example a Farseer is the warlord 
of your army.

2. A model with War Construct cannot shoot blast weapons into units within its engagement range.
3. A model or unit that makes a Battlefocus move of 0" in terrain cannot move vertically even if it ignores vertical 

distance moved.
4. A model that does not make any attacks cannot use Battle Focus. Warp Spiders using Web of Deceit, Baharroth 

or Swooping Hawks, cannot charge after using Cloudstrider/Web Of Deceit/Skyleap instead of Battle Focus.
5. If Strands of Fate is used on an initial roll, the re-roll cannot then make use of another strand of fate dice as the 

opportunity to do so before a roll has been made, has effectively passed.
6. The Yncarne’s Inevitable Death ability is affected by Omni Scramblers or any other such interaction. It can be the 

target of stratagems and abilities that trigger when a unit is set up as Reinforcements as long as all conditions to 
resolve the ability or stratagems are met. Remember that if the Yncarne does not start on the board it cannot be 
set up in the first battleround as it counts as Reinforcements. Inevitable Death does not trigger as a result of the 
last model(s) of a unit fleeing from Morale. It triggers on both friendly and enemy units and allows to be set up 
within 1” of the unit that has been destroyed (regardless of any abilities that the destroyed unit has) as long as 
the Yncarne stays out of engagement range of any other enemy units while doing so. The Yncarne can make use 
of the ability every time the conditions are met, several times each phase.

7.  When using Relics of the Shrines, no additional CP must be paid to get access to said relics.
8.  Swift Strikes allows you to barttle focus and advance.
9. Baharroth can make use of Cloudstrider even if he is currently in base contact and wouldn’t technically be able 

to consolidate.
10. When you have a Ynnari keyword selected for your Craftworld, any rule that uses any of the following keywords 

does not work any more for units in your Ynnari detachment. <Wych Cult>, <Kabal> or <Saedath> . Please note 
that Ynnari Shadowseers when using the Phantasmancy discipline are therefore only able to make use of the 
witchfire spells.

11. Kabal, Wych or Haemonculus units lose that faction keyword when part of an Ynnari Detachment and cannot 
select any of the associated WLT’s as a result.

12. Unbind Souls lasts until the start of the next Psychic Phase.
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